
Annexure 4 JOINT UNDERTAKING CUM AFFIDAVIT for Extended Portion (NotarizedRs.10/ E-Stamp paper) 

TPDDL Notif. no.is _________________ 

I __________________S/O, D/o, w/o ________________resident at ______________________/ Delhi (hereinafter 

referred to as ‘’owner”) and I ________S/o, D/o, w/o resident at ___________________ (hereinafter referred to as 

“Applicant”) / Delhi hereby affirm and declare as under: 

That the applicant with consent of owner has applied for a new connection/name change against CA NO-

______________________ for premises/house/flat no. (Hereinafter referred to as “extended premise”) 

1. That the owner has no objection in case a new connection/Name change is granted to the applicant at the 

extended premise. 

2. That the applicant shall provide all necessary documents pertaining to the Extended premise. 

3. That both deponents jointly state that the extended premises is an extension of premises/house/flat 

no._________________ and is a separate dwelling unit having its open kitchen.  

4. That the owner unequivocally certifies, and the applicant endorses the same, that the extended premise 

is not in dispute and is in compliance of all the necessary laws/bye laws as required by mcd/dda/any other  

5. That the owner assigns/undertakes / agrees to indemnify TPDDL and/or its property installed at Extended 

premise and/or its officers from and against all demands, actions, proceedings, losses, damages, 

recoveries, suits& causes, costs, charge, claim, compensation & expenses which may be made it brought 

or commenced against TPDDL and /or its property installed at Extended premises and /or its officers or 

which TPDDL and /or its property installed at Extended premise and/or may have to bear, pay or suffer, 

directly or indirectly in case it is found that statement made by indemnifier is found to be false/ incorrect/ 

malafide and in connection with any other matters arising upon or by virtue of these presents.  

6. That the owner states that he has cleared all dues with respect to the premise and further undertake to 

clear all outstanding dues which may accrue against Extended premises.  

7. That the owner understand and agrees that dues of connection granted in Extended can be transferred to 

CA. No____________ installed at my premise in case of non-supplied of dues of connection installed in 

extended premises. 

8. That both deponents understand that in case it is found that information as supplied by deponents is 

found to be incorrect, then TPDDL shall be free to take any necessary action including but not limited to 

disconnection of electricity supply/reversal of name change. 

9. That both deponents are signing this undertake on his/her/their own free will and without any force and 

coercion.  

Deponent (Owner)                                                                                              Deponent (Applicant) 

Verification  

 

Verified at Delhi on this) ___ day of ______ that the contents of the above undertake are true and correct to the 

best of my knowledge and belief. 

DEPONENT (OWNER)                                                             DEPONENT (APPLICANT) 

PLACE:  DELHI                                                                                                DATE: 


